When Sunday after Sunday we murmur, in that prayer for all sorts and conditions of men, the old familiar clause : " Especially those, &c.," our thoughts as a rule stray away to the Bick and the suffering. Our imagination enters, with-
out knocking, those portals of health dotted about the mighty metropolis in such numbers that the hospital-world now forms a section of the great city much larger than outsiders of the subject dream of. We can but dimly comprehend, though comforting ourselves that it exists, the magnitude of the blessed work that is going on, day by day, never relaxing for a single hour its tension, in these refuges for suffering mankind. It is beyond our mental grasp to conceive the vastness of this work of " relieving the several necessities " of those who are ailing; we can but try to master its comprehension piece by piece.
In wonder, we regard the machinery of, say, one hospital alone; the order; the discipline; the rigid wholesomeness, everything being dragged out into the honest light of day ; the systematic routine throughout, which in itself is a medicine for the mind, at least; and then, we sit down and tell ourselves that all this organisation repeats itself nigh upon thirty times over, in the general hospitals alone of London, not to speak of the large number of special institutions.
Truly, then, we begin to realise that the hospital-world is one of the foundations of the life of London ; and, presently, there comes stealing home to us the conviction of the importance of that foundation being a firm one. 
